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Selling War Josef Seethaler 2013 Brings together international scholarship to explore
the changing relationships between war, media, and the public from multidisciplinary
perspectives and over an extended historical period, spanning from World War I
through the so-called 'War on Terror'.
Prussia and the Seven Years' War 1756-1763 JOHANN WILHELM. VON
ARCHENHOLZ 2016-10-24 Frederick the Great's struggles during the Seven Years
War The Seven Years War, 1754-62, shaped the modern world. It was a truly global
conflict fought in India, America and Europe, as Britain struggled for dominance in
trade, colonisation and culture with its principal rival, Bourbon France. European
nations formed alliances dependent on need, sentiment or necessity in their
relationships with the great powers. The German states of varying sizes and influence
were subject to dominant neighbours, and Prussia despite her relatively large size
remained surrounded by substantially more powerful and hostile states including
Russia, Sweden, Austria and France. Prussia's monarch, Frederick, earned his epithet
'the Great' as much for his tenacity and ability to avert national defeat as for his skill as
a strategist and battlefield tactician. This book, written by one of Frederick's own

officers combines first hand, eyewitness experience with an historical narrative of
Prussia's struggle to assert itself as a major power in Europe. Detail of campaigns,
battles and anecdotes of major and minor characters from the perspective of a
Prussian military man combine to deliver a rewarding book for modern readers. This
edition offers an unparalleled and immediate account of these momentous times as
Frederick fought for survival and, by example, laid the foundations for a unified
Germany. Includes useful maps. Leonaur editions are newly typeset and are not
facsimiles; each title is available in softcover and hardback with dustjacket; our
hardbacks are cloth bound and feature gold foil lettering on their spines and fabric head
and tail bands.
Prussian Army Soldiers and the Seven Years' War Katrin Möbius 2019-10-31 The army
of Frederick the Great of Prussia is generally known as an efficient fighting machine
based on brutal and strict drill procedures that led to broken but fearless soldiers as
well as glorious battle victories. In analysing the mentalities of the men who established
Prussia's great power status, Prussian Army Soldiers and the Seven Years' War
fundamentally challenges this interpretation. Drawing on a vast array of primary
sources (including the writing of regimental chaplain Küster, who could probably be
called the first modern military psychologist) and presenting the first English translation
of 12 letters of common Prussian soldiers from the Seven Years' War, this book shows
that the soldiers were feeling individuals. They were loving husbands, vulnerable little

brothers, deeply religious preachers, and sometimes even bold adventurers. All these
individuals, however, were united by one idea which made them fight efficiently:
honour. In Prussian Army Soldiers and the Seven Years' War, the different elements of
the Prussian soldiers' concept of such honour are expertly analysed. The result is a
nuanced, sophisticated, and much-needed psychological history of Frederick the
Great's army.
White Devil Stephen Brumwell 2009-04-30 "A fast-moving tale of courage, cruelty,
hardship, and savagery."--Pittsburgh Post-Gazette In North America's first major
conflict, known today as the French and Indian War, France and England--both in
alliance with Native American tribes--fought each other in a series of bloody battles and
terrifying raids. No confrontation was more brutal and notorious than the massacre of
the British garrison of Fort William Henry--an incident memorably depicted in James
Fenimore Cooper's The Last of the Mohicans. That atrocity stoked calls for revenge,
and the tough young Major Robert Rogers and his "Rangers" were ordered north into
enemy territory to exact it. On the morning of October 4, 1759, Rogers and his men
surprised the Abenaki Indian village of St. Francis, slaughtering its sleeping inhabitants
without mercy. A nightmarish retreat followed. When, after terrible hardships, the
raiders finally returned to safety, they were hailed as heroes by the colonists, and their
leader was immortalized as "the brave Major Rogers." But the Abenakis remembered

Rogers differently: To them he was Wobomagonda--"White Devil."
Marlborough's America Stephen Saunders Webb 2013-01-01 Scholars of British
America generally conclude that the early eighteenth-century Anglo-American empire
was commercial in economics, liberal in politics, and parochial in policy, somnambulant
in an era of “salutary neglect,” but Stephen Saunders Webb here demonstrates that the
American provinces, under the spur of war, became capitalist, coercive, and
aggressive, owing to the vigorous leadership of career army officers, trained and
nominated to American government by the captain general of the allied armies, the first
duke of Marlborough, and that his influence, and that of his legates, prevailed through
the entire century in America. Webb’s work follows the duke, whom an eloquent enemy
described as “the greatest statesman and the greatest general that this country or any
other country has produced,” his staff and soldiers, through the ten campaigns, which,
by defanging France, made the union with Scotland possible and made “Great Britain”
preeminent in the Atlantic world. Then Webb demonstrates that the duke’s legates
transformed American colonies into provinces of empire. Marlborough’s America, fifty
years in the making, is the fourth volume of The Governors-General.
The Culture of the Seven Years' War Frans de Bruyn 2014-04-30 The Seven Years’
War (1756–1763) was the decisive conflict of the eighteenth century – Winston
Churchill called it the first “world war” – and the clash which forever changed the course
of North American history. Yet compared with other momentous conflicts like the

Napoleonic Wars or the First World War, the cultural impact of the Seven Years’ War
remains woefully understudied. The Culture of the Seven Years’ War is the first
collection of essays to take a broad interdisciplinary and multinational approach to this
important global conflict. Rather than focusing exclusively on political, diplomatic, or
military issues, this collection examines the impact of representation, identity, and
conceptions and experiences of empire. With essays by notable scholars that address
the war’s impact in Europe and the Atlantic world, this volume is sure to become
essential reading for those interested in the relationship between war, culture, and the
arts.
The Middle Ground Richard White 2010-11-01 An acclaimed book and widely
acknowledged classic, The Middle Ground steps outside the simple stories of Indianwhite relations - stories of conquest and assimilation and stories of cultural persistence.
It is, instead, about a search for accommodation and common meaning. It tells how
Europeans and Indians met, regarding each other as alien, as other, as virtually
nonhuman, and how between 1650 and 1815 they constructed a common, mutually
comprehensible world in the region around the Great Lakes that the French called pays
d'en haut. Here the older worlds of the Algonquians and of various Europeans
overlapped, and their mixture created new systems of meaning and of exchange.
Finally, the book tells of the breakdown of accommodation and common meanings and
the re-creation of the Indians as alien and exotic. First published in 1991, the 20th

anniversary edition includes a new preface by the author examining the impact and
legacy of this study.
Inscribing the Hundred Years' War in French and English Cultures Denise Nowakowski
Baker 2000-09-28 This book explores the intersection of the Hundred Years' War and
the production of vernacular literature in France and England. Reviewing a range of
prominent works that address the war, including those by Deschamps, Christine de
Pizan, Gower, Langland, and Chaucer, as well as anonymous texts and the records of
Joan of Arc's trial, Inscribing the Hundred Years' War In French and English Cultures
demonstrates the ways in which late-medieval authors responded to the immediate
sociopolitical pressures and participated in the debates about the war.
Botswana's National Heritage and the Culture of Peace E. A. Biakolo 2002
Crucible of War Fred Anderson 2007-12-18 In this engrossing narrative of the great
military conflagration of the mid-eighteenth century, Fred Anderson transports us into
the maelstrom of international rivalries. With the Seven Years' War, Great Britain
decisively eliminated French power north of the Caribbean — and in the process
destroyed an American diplomatic system in which Native Americans had long played a
central, balancing role — permanently changing the political and cultural landscape of
North America. Anderson skillfully reveals the clash of inherited perceptions the war
created when it gave thousands of American colonists their first experience of real
Englishmen and introduced them to the British cultural and class system. We see

colonists who assumed that they were partners in the empire encountering British
officers who regarded them as subordinates and who treated them accordingly. This
laid the groundwork in shared experience for a common view of the world, of the
empire, and of the men who had once been their masters. Thus, Anderson shows, the
war taught George Washington and other provincials profound emotional lessons, as
well as giving them practical instruction in how to be soldiers. Depicting the subsequent
British efforts to reform the empire and American resistance — the riots of the Stamp
Act crisis and the nearly simultaneous pan-Indian insurrection called Pontiac's
Rebellion — as postwar developments rather than as an anticipation of the national
independence that no one knew lay ahead (or even desired), Anderson re-creates the
perspectives through which contemporaries saw events unfold while they tried to
preserve imperial relationships. Interweaving stories of kings and imperial officers with
those of Indians, traders, and the diverse colonial peoples, Anderson brings alive a
chapter of our history that was shaped as much by individual choices and actions as by
social, economic, and political forces.
Nationalism before the Nation State 2020-04-28 The eight chapters in Nationalism
before the Nation State: Literary Constructions of Inclusion, Exclusion, and SelfDefinition (1756–1871) explore how the German nation was imagined from the
beginning of the Seven Year’s War to the nation’s political foundation in 1871.
The Execution of Admiral John Byng as a Microhistory of Eighteenth-Century Britain

Joseph J. Krulder 2021-04-27 According to Voltaire's Candide, Admiral John Byng's
1757 execution went forward to 'encourage the others'. Of course, the story is more
complicated. This microhistorical account upon a macro-event presents an updated,
revisionist, and detailed account of a dark chapter in British naval history. Asking 'what
was Britain like the moment Byng returned to Portsmouth after the Battle of Minorca
(1756)?' not only returns a glimpse of mid-eighteenth century Britain but provides a
deeper understanding of how a wartime admiral, the son of a peer, of some wealth, a
once colonial governor, and sitting member of parliament came to be scapegoated and
then executed for the failings of others. This manuscript presents a cultural, social, and
political dive into Britain at the beginning of the Seven Years' War. Part 1 focuses on
ballad, newspaper, and prize culture. Part 2 makes a turn towards the social where
religion, morality, rioting, and disease play into the Byng saga. Admiral Byng's record
during the 1755 Channel Campaign is explored, as is the Mediterranean context of the
Seven Years' War, troubles elsewhere in the empire, and then the politics behind
Byng's trial and execution.
The Making of the Polish-Lithuanian Union 1385-1569 Robert I. Frost 2018-07-16 The
history of eastern European is dominated by the story of the rise of the Russian empire,
yet Russia only emerged as a major power after 1700. For 300 years the greatest
power in Eastern Europe was the union between the kingdom of Poland and the grand
duchy of Lithuania, one of the longest-lasting political unions in European history. Yet

because it ended in the late-eighteenth century in what are misleadingly termed the
Partitions of Poland, it barely features in standard accounts of European history. The
Making of the Polish-Lithuanian Union 1385-1569 tells the story of the formation of a
consensual, decentralised, multinational, and religiously plural state built from below as
much as above, that was founded by peaceful negotiation, not war and conquest. From
its inception in 1385-6, a vision of political union was developed that proved attractive
to Poles, Lithuanians, Ruthenians, and Germans, a union which was extended to
include Prussia in the 1450s and Livonia in the 1560s. Despite the often bitter
disagreements over the nature of the union, these were nevertheless overcome by a
republican vision of a union of peoples in one political community of citizens under an
elected monarch. Robert Frost challenges interpretations of the union informed by the
idea that the emergence of the sovereign nation state represents the essence of
political modernity, and presents the Polish-Lithuanian union as a case study of a
composite state. The modern history of Poland, Lithuania, Ukraine, and Belarus cannot
be understood without an understanding of the legacy of the Polish-Lithuanian union.
This volume is the first detailed study of the making of that union ever published in
English.
The Hundred Years War David Green 2014-01-01 What life was like for ordinary
French and English people, embroiled in a devastating century-long conflict that
changed their world The Hundred Years War (1337-1453) dominated life in England

and France for well over a century. It became the defining feature of existence for
generations. This sweeping book is the first to tell the human story of the longest
military conflict in history. Historian David Green focuses on the ways the war affected
different groups, among them knights, clerics, women, peasants, soldiers,
peacemakers, and kings. He also explores how the long war altered governance in
England and France and reshaped peoples' perceptions of themselves and of their
national character. Using the events of the war as a narrative thread, Green illuminates
the realities of battle and the conditions of those compelled to live in occupied territory;
the roles played by clergy and their shifting loyalties to king and pope; and the influence
of the war on developing notions of government, literacy, and education. Peopled with
vivid and well-known characters--Henry V, Joan of Arc, Philippe the Good of Burgundy,
Edward the Black Prince, John the Blind of Bohemia, and many others--as well as a
host of ordinary individuals who were drawn into the struggle, this absorbing book
reveals for the first time not only the Hundred Years War's impact on warfare,
institutions, and nations, but also its true human cost.
Enlightened War Elisabeth Krimmer 2011 New essays exploring the relationship
between warfare and Enlightenment thought both historically and in the present.
Experiencing the Thirty Years War Hans Medick 2013-03-01 One of the most
momentous and destructive wars in European history, the Thirty Years War has long
been studied for its diplomatic, political, and military consequences. Yet the actual

participants in this religiously motivated, seemingly endless conflict have largely been
ignored. Hans Medick and Benjamin Marschke reveal the Thirty Years War from the
perspective of those who lived it. Their introduction provides important insights into the
roiling religious and political landscape from which the war emerged, as well as a
thoughtful examination of the war's stages and enduring significance. An
unprecedented collection of personal accounts, many of them translated for the first
time into English, combine with visual sources to convey directly to students the
experience of early modern warfare. Incisive document headnotes, maps and
illustrations, a chronology, questions to consider, and a bibliography enrich students'
understanding of this fateful war.
Chivalry and the Ideals of Knighthood in France during the Hundred Years War Craig
Taylor 2013-10-10 Craig Taylor's study examines the wide-ranging French debates on
the martial ideals of chivalry and knighthood during the period of the Hundred Years
War (1337–1453). Faced by stunning military disasters and the collapse of public order,
writers and intellectuals carefully scrutinized the martial qualities expected of knights
and soldiers. They questioned when knights and men-at-arms could legitimately resort
to violence, the true nature of courage, the importance of mercy, and the role of books
and scholarly learning in the very practical world of military men. Contributors to these
discussions included some of the most famous French medieval writers, led by Jean
Froissart, Geoffroi de Charny, Philippe de Mézières, Honorat Bovet, Christine de Pizan,

Alain Chartier and Antoine de La Sale. This interdisciplinary study sets their
discussions in context, challenging modern, romantic assumptions about chivalry and
investigating the historical reality of debates about knighthood and warfare in late
medieval France.
Sixty Years' War for the Great Lakes, 1754-1814 David Curtis Skaggs 2012-01-01 The
Sixty Years' War for the Great Lakes contains twenty essays concerning not only
military and naval operations, but also the political, economic, social, and cultural
interactions of individuals and groups during the struggle to control the great freshwater
lakes and rivers between the Ohio Valley and the Canadian Shield. Contributing
scholars represent a wide variety of disciplines and institutional affiliations from the
United States, Canada, and Great Britain. Collectively, these important essays
delineate the common thread, weaving together the series of wars for the North
American heartland that stretched from 1754 to 1814. The war for the Great Lakes was
not merely a sideshow in a broader, worldwide struggle for empire, independence, selfdetermination, and territory. Rather, it was a single war, a regional conflict waged to
establish hegemony within the area, forcing interactions that divided the Great Lakes
nationally and ethnically for the two centuries that followed.
War and the Cultural Turn Jeremy Black 2012 In this stimulating new text, renowned
military historian Jeremy Black unpacks the concept of culture as a descriptive and
analytical approach to the history of warfare. Black takes the reader through the limits

and prospects of culture as a tool for analyzing war, while also demonstrating the
necessity of maintaining the context of alternative analytical matrices, such as
technology. Black sets out his unique approach to culture and warfare without making
his paradigm into a straightjacket. He goes on to demonstrate the flexibility of his
argument through a series of case studies which include the contexts of rationale
(Gloire), strategy (early modern Britaisn), organizations (the modern West), and
ideologies (the Cold War). These case studies drive home the point at the core of the
book: culture is not a bumper sticker; it is a survival mechanism. Culture is not
immutable; it is adaptable. Wide-ranging, international and always provocative, War
and the Cultural Turn will be required reading for all students of military history and
security studies.
A People's Army Fred Anderson 2012-12-01 A People's Army documents the many
distinctions between British regulars and Massachusetts provincial troops during the
Seven Years' War. Originally published by UNC Press in 1984, the book was the first
investigation of colonial military life to give equal attention to official records and to the
diaries and other writings of the common soldier. The provincials' own accounts of their
experiences in the campaign amplify statistical profiles that define the men, both as
civilians and as soldiers. These writings reveal in intimate detail their misadventures,
the drudgery of soldiering, the imminence of death, and the providential world view that

helped reconcile them to their condition and to the war.
The French Navy and the Seven Years' War Jonathan R. Dull 2007-12-01 The Seven
Years? War was the world?s first global conflict, spanning five continents and the
critical sea lanes that connected them. This book is the fullest account ever written of
the French navy?s role in the hostilities. It is also the most complete survey of both
phases of the war: the French and Indian War in North America (1754?60) and the
Seven Years? War in Europe (1756?63), which are almost always treated
independently. By considering both phases of the war from every angle, award-winning
historian Jonathan R. Dull shows not only that the two conflicts are so interconnected
that neither can be fully understood in isolation but also that traditional interpretations of
the war are largely inaccurate. His work also reveals how the French navy, supposedly
utterly crushed, could have figured so prominently in the War of American
Independence only fifteen years later. ø A comprehensive work integrating diplomatic,
naval, military, and political history, The French Navy and the Seven Years? War
thoroughly explores the French perspective on the Seven Years? War. It also studies
British diplomacy and war strategy as well as the roles played by the American
colonies, Spain, Austria, Prussia, Russia, Sweden, and Portugal. As this history
unfolds, it becomes clear that French policy was more consistent, logical, and
successful than has previously been acknowledged, and that King Louis XV?s conduct
of the war profoundly affected the outcome of America?s subsequent Revolutionary

War.
India, Empire, and First World War Culture Santanu Das 2018-09-13 This is the first
cultural and literary history of India and the First World War, with archival research from
Europe and South Asia.
The Persistence of Empire Eliga H. Gould 2011-02-01 The American Revolution was
the longest colonial war in modern British history and Britain's most humiliating defeat
as an imperial power. In this lively, concise book, Eliga Gould examines an important
yet surprisingly understudied aspect of the conflict: the British public's predominantly
loyal response to its government's actions in North America. Gould attributes British
support for George III's American policies to a combination of factors, including growing
isolationism in regard to the European continent and a burgeoning sense of the
colonies as integral parts of a greater British nation. Most important, he argues, the
British public accepted such ill-conceived projects as the Stamp Act because theirs was
a sedentary, "armchair" patriotism based on paying others to fight their battles for them.
This system of military finance made Parliament's attempt to tax the American colonists
look unexceptional to most Britons and left the metropolitan public free to embrace
imperial projects of all sorts--including those that ultimately drove the colonists to rebel.
Drawing on nearly one thousand political pamphlets as well as on broadsides, private
memoirs, and popular cartoons, Gould offers revealing insights into eighteenth-century
British political culture and a refreshing account of what the Revolution meant to people

on both sides of the Atlantic.
The Seven Years' War Mark Danley 2012-11-09 In The Seven Years’ War: Global
Views, Mark H. Danley, Patrick J. Speelman, and sixteen other contributors reach
beyond traditional approaches to the conflict. Chapters cover previously-understudied
aspects of the war in Europe, Asia, Africa, and the Western Hemisphere.
The Seven Years' War in North America Timothy J. Shannon 2013-08-09 This volume
reveals how the Seven Years’ War reshaped the geopolitical map of North America and
the everyday lives of the peoples within it. The introduction surveys the war as both an
international struggle for empire and an intercultural conflict involving Native
Americans, French and British soldiers, and the ethnically and religiously diverse
population of British North America. A rich collection of primary-source selections
recaptures the experience of the war from multiple perspectives and is organized by
key cultural, military, and diplomatic themes. Document headnotes, a chronology,
questions to consider, and a bibliography enrich students’ understanding of this
momentous conflict.
The Seven Years' War Daniel Marston 2013-06-17 The closest thing to total war before
the First World War, the Seven Years' War was fought in North America, Europe, the
Caribbean and India with major consequences for all parties involved. This fascinating
book is the first to truly review the grand strategies of the combatants and examine the
differing styles of warfare used in the many campaigns. These methods ranged from

the large-scale battles and sieges of the European front to the ambush and skirmish
tactics used in the forests of North America. Daniel Marston's engaging narrative is
supported by personal diaries, memoirs, and official reports.
Prisoners of War in the Hundred Years War Rémy Ambühl 2013-01-17 The status of
prisoners of war was firmly rooted in the practice of ransoming in the Middle Ages. By
the opening stages of the Hundred Years War, ransoming had become widespread
among the knightly community, and the crown had already begun to exercise tighter
control over the practice of war. This led to tensions between public and private
interests over ransoms and prisoners of war. Historians have long emphasised the
significance of the French and English crowns' interference in the issue of prisoners of
war, but this original and stimulating study questions whether they have been too
influenced by the state-centred nature of most surviving sources. Based on extensive
archival research, this book tests customs, laws and theory against the individual
experiences of captors and prisoners during the Hundred Years War, to evoke their
world in all its complexity.
The Global Seven Years War 1754-1763 Daniel A. Baugh 2014-07-22 The Seven
Years War was a global contest between the two superpowers of eighteenth century
Europe, France and Britain. Winston Churchill called it “the first World War”. Neither
side could afford to lose advantage in any part of the world, and the decisive battles of
the war ranged from Fort Duquesne in what is now Pittsburgh to Minorca in the

Mediterranean, from Bengal to Quèbec. By its end British power in North America and
India had been consolidated and the foundations of Empire laid, yet at the time both
sides saw it primarily as a struggle for security, power and influence within Europe. In
this eagerly awaited study, Daniel Baugh, the world’s leading authority on eighteenth
century maritime history looks at the war as it unfolded from the failure of Anglo-French
negotiations over the Ohio territories in 1784 through the official declaration of war in
1756 to the treaty of Paris which formally ended hostilities between England and
France in 1763. At each stage he examines the processes of decision-making on each
side for what they can show us about the capabilities and efficiency of the two national
governments and looks at what was involved not just in the military engagements
themselves but in the complexities of sustaining campaigns so far from home. With its
panoramic scope and use of telling detail this definitive account will be essential
reading for anyone with an interest in military history or the history of eighteenth century
Europe.
The Practice of Strategy John Andreas Olsen 2011-10-27 The Practice of Strategy
focuses on grand strategy and military strategy as practiced over an extended period of
time and under very different circumstances, from the campaigns of Alexander the
Great to insurgencies and counter-insurgencies in present-day Afghanistan and Iraq. It
presents strategy as it pertained not only to wars, campaigns, and battles, but also to
times of peace that were over-shadowed by the threat of war. The book is intended to

deepen understanding of the phenomena and logic of strategy by reconstructing the
considerations and factors that shaped imperial and nation-state policies. Through
historical case studies, the book sheds light on a fundamental question: is there a unity
to all strategic experience? Adopting the working definition of strategy as 'the art of
winning by purposely matching ends, ways and means,' these chapters deal with the
intrinsic nature of war and strategy and the characteristics of a particular strategy in a
given conflict. They show that a specific convergence of political objectives, operational
schemes of manoeuvre, tactical moves and countermoves, technological innovations
and limitations, geographic settings, transient emotions and more made each conflict
studied unique. Yet, despite the extraordinary variety of the people, circumstances, and
motives discussed in this book, there is a strong case for continuity in the application of
strategy from the olden days to the present. Together, these chapters reveal that grand
strategy and military strategy have elements of continuity and change, art and science.
They further suggest that the element of continuity lies in the essential nature of
strategy and war, while the element of change lies in the character of individual
strategies and wars.
British Art and the Seven Years' War Douglas Fordham 2010-09-10 Between the
Jacobite Rebellion of 1745 and the American Declaration of Independence, London
artists transformed themselves from loosely organized professionals into one of the
most progressive schools of art in Europe. In British Art and the Seven Years' War

Douglas Fordham argues that war and political dissent provided potent catalysts for the
creation of a national school of art. Over the course of three tumultuous decades
marked by foreign wars and domestic political dissent, metropolitan artists—especially
the founding members of the Royal Academy, including Joshua Reynolds, Paul
Sandby, Joseph Wilton, Francis Hayman, and Benjamin West—creatively and
assiduously placed fine art on a solid footing within an expansive British state. London
artists entered into a golden age of art as they established strategic alliances with the
state, even while insisting on the autonomy of fine art. The active marginalization of
William Hogarth's mercantile aesthetic reflects this sea change as a newer generation
sought to represent the British state in a series of guises and genres, including
monumental sculpture, history painting, graphic satire, and state portraiture. In these
allegories of state formation, artists struggled to give form to shifting notions of national,
religious, and political allegiance in the British Empire. These allegiances found
provocative expression in the contemporary history paintings of the American-born
artists Benjamin West and John Singleton Copley, who managed to carve a patriotic
niche out of the apolitical mandate of the Royal Academy of Arts.
Cultures in Conflict Warren R. Hofstra 2007-05-10 The Seven Years' War (1754–1763)
was a pivotal event in the history of the Atlantic world. Perspectives on the significance
of the war and its aftermath varied considerably from different cultural vantage points.
Northern and western Indians, European imperial authorities, and their colonial

counterparts understood and experienced the war (known in the United States as the
French and Indian War) in various ways. In many instances the progress of the conflict
was charted by cultural differences and the implications participants drew from cultural
encounters. It is these cultural encounters, their meaning in the context of the Seven
Years' War, and their impact on the war and its diplomatic settlement that are the
subjects of this volume. Cultures in Conflict: The Seven Years' War in North America
addresses the broad pattern of events that framed this conflict's causes, the
intercultural dynamics of its conduct, and its profound impact on subsequent
events—most notably the American Revolution and a protracted Anglo-Indian struggle
for continental control. Warren R. Hofstra has gathered the best of contemporary
scholarship on the war and its social and cultural history. The authors examine the
viewpoints of British and French imperial authorities, the issues motivating Indian
nations in the Ohio Valley, the matter of why and how French colonists fought, the
diplomatic and social world of Iroquois Indians, and the responses of British colonists to
the conflict. The result of these efforts is a dynamic historical approach in which cultural
context provides a rationale for the well-established military and political narrative of the
Seven Years' War. These synthetic and interpretive essays mark out new territory in
our understanding of the Seven Years' War as we recognize its 250th anniversary.
Disease, War, and the Imperial State Erica Charters 2014-11-03 The Seven Years’
War, often called the first global war, spanned North America, the West Indies, Europe,

and India. In these locations diseases such as scurvy, smallpox, and yellow fever killed
far more than combat did, stretching the resources of European states. In Disease,
War, and the Imperial State, Erica Charters demonstrates how disease played a vital
role in shaping strategy and campaigning, British state policy, and imperial relations
during the Seven Years’ War. Military medicine was a crucial component of the British
war effort; it was central to both eighteenth-century scientific innovation and the moral
authority of the British state. Looking beyond the traditional focus of the British state as
a fiscal war-making machine, Charters uncovers an imperial state conspicuously
attending to the welfare of its armed forces, investing in medical research, and
responding to local public opinion. Charters shows military medicine to be a credible
scientific endeavor that was similarly responsive to local conditions and demands.
Disease, War, and the Imperial State is an engaging study of early modern warfare and
statecraft, one focused on the endless and laborious task of managing manpower in the
face of virulent disease in the field, political opposition at home, and the clamor of
public opinion in both Britain and its colonies.
Frederick the Great and the Seven Years' War, 1756-1763 Herbert J. Redman 2014-1203 The Seven Years' War (1756-1763), known as the French and Indian War in North
America, was perhaps the first war that might be called a world war. It involved the
major European countries, North and Central America, the coast of West Africa, the
Philippines, and India. A major player in the war was Frederick the Great (1712-1786),

the king of Prussia and a great military leader. The first major work on the monarch and
his role in the war for more than a century, this book sheds light on many aspects of
military and European history.
Savages in a Civilized War U.S. Army Command and General Staff College 2014-1013 The Seven Years' War was the first truly global war but it will forever be recognized
in North America as the French and Indian War because of the extensive use of Native
American allies by the French from 1754-1758. These irregular forces were needed to
offset the massive manpower advantage the British possessed in North America, 1.5
million British colonists to 55,000 French colonists. This book examines the complex
relationship the French had with their Indian allies who were spread throughout their
territorial holdings in North America. It examines French and Indian diplomatic relations
and wartime strategy, and moves to describe and form an understanding of the savage
frontier warfare practiced by the Indians and its adaption by the French settlers known
as la petite guerre. The book examined the French employment of the Indians as
frontier raiders, setting the conditions for conventional army operations, and counterirregular force operations and how understanding an irregular force's culture is crucial
for success. This work examined these cultural differences and why the Indians began
to move away from the French in 1758 after the massacre of the British prisoners at the
surrender of Fort William Henry. This examination of the employment of Native
Americans provides a concise understanding of their use and where understanding the

lessons of the past benefits the modern military officer working with partner forces
today.
Europe 1450 to 1789: Popular culture to Switzerland Jonathan Dewald 2004 Online
version of the 6-volume work, published: New York : Charles Scribner's Sons, 2004.
Nobility Lost Christian Ayne Crouch 2014-03-04 Nobility Lost is a cultural history of the
Seven Years’ War in French-claimed North America, focused on the meanings of
wartime violence and the profound impact of the encounter between Canadian, Indian,
and French cultures of war and diplomacy. This narrative highlights the relationship
between events in France and events in America and frames them dialogically, as the
actors themselves experienced them at the time. Christian Ayne Crouch examines how
codes of martial valor were enacted and challenged by metropolitan and colonial
leaders to consider how those acts affected French-Indian relations, the culture of
French military elites, ideas of male valor, and the trajectory of French colonial
enterprises afterwards, in the second half of the eighteenth century. At Versailles, the
conflict pertaining to the means used to prosecute war in New France would result in
political and cultural crises over what constituted legitimate violence in defense of the
empire. These arguments helped frame the basis for the formal French cession of its
North American claims to the British in the Treaty of Paris of 1763. While the French
regular army, the troupes de terre (a late-arriving contingent to the conflict), framed
warfare within highly ritualized contexts and performances of royal and personal honor

that had evolved in Europe, the troupes de la marine (colonial forces with economic
stakes in New France) fought to maintain colonial land and trade. A demographic
disadvantage forced marines and Canadian colonial officials to accommodate Indian
practices of gift giving and feasting in preparation for battle, adopt irregular methods of
violence, and often work in cooperation with allied indigenous peoples, such as
Abenakis, Hurons, and Nipissings. Drawing on Native and European perspectives,
Crouch shows the period of the Seven Years’ War to be one of decisive transformation
for all American communities. Ultimately the augmented strife between metropolitan
and colonial elites over the aims and means of warfare, Crouch argues, raised
questions about the meaning and cost of empire not just in North America but in the
French Atlantic and, later, resonated in France’s approach to empire-building around
the globe. The French government examined the cause of the colonial debacle in New
France at a corruption trial in Paris (known as l’affaire du Canada), and assigned
blame. Only colonial officers were tried, and even those who were acquitted found
themselves shut out of participation in new imperial projects in the Caribbean and in the
Pacific. By tracing the subsequent global circumnavigation of Louis Antoine de
Bougainville, a decorated veteran of the French regulars, 1766–1769, Crouch shows
how the lessons of New France were assimilated and new colonial enterprises were
constructed based on a heightened jealousy of French honor and a corresponding fear

of its loss in engagement with Native enemies and allies.
Studies in Eighteenth-century Culture 1971
The Shaping of Grand Strategy Williamson Murray 2011-02-14 Within a variety of
historical contexts, The Shaping of Grand Strategy addresses the most important tasks
states have confronted: namely, how to protect their citizens against the short-range as
well as long-range dangers their polities confront in the present and may confront in the
future. To be successful, grand strategy demands that governments and leaders chart
a course that involves more than simply reacting to immediate events. Above all, it
demands they adapt to sudden and major changes in the international environment,
which more often than not involves the outbreak of great conflicts but at times demands
recognition of major economic, political, or diplomatic changes. This collection of
essays explores the successes as well as failures of great states attempting to create
grand strategies that work and aims at achieving an understanding of some of the
extraordinary difficulties involved in casting, evolving and adapting grand strategy to the
realities of the world.
Cultures in Conflict Warren R. Hofstra 2007 Cultures in Conflict addresses the broad
pattern of events that framed this conflict's causes, the intercultural dynamics of its
conduct, and its profound impact on subsequent events—most notably the American
Revolution and a protracted Anglo-Indian struggle for continental control. Warren R.
Hofstra has gathered the best of contemporary scholarship on the war (1754–1763)

and its social and cultural history. The authors examine the viewpoints of British and
French imperial authorities, the issues motivating Indian nations in the Ohio Valley, the
matter of why and how French colonists fought, the diplomatic and social world of
Iroquois Indians, and the responses of British colonists to the conflict. The result of
these efforts is a dynamic historical approach in which cultural context provides a
rationale for the well-established military and political narrative of the Seven Years' War.
The Seven Years' War 2012-11-09 In The Seven Years’ War: Global Views, Mark H.
Danley, Patrick J. Speelman, and sixteen other contributors reach beyond traditional
approaches to the conflict. Chapters cover previously-understudied aspects of the war
in Europe, Asia, Africa, and the Western Hemisphere.
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